
SMOKY MOUNTAINS
May 20-25

Build lifelong friendships and memories traversing through remote, billion year old mountains 
with Team RWB. Backpacking the Smokies is a rugged challenge in our nation’s backcountry, 

but cold mountain streams, friendship, and epic views will make it worth the work.

Eagle Expedition: Backpacking the Smokies takes members through hard-to-access areas with 
challenging terrain, steep mountains, thick vegetation, and high elevation with little relief from 
switchbacks. After roughing-it, participants will enjoy white water rafting in tandem or single 

Duckies down the Nantahala river, splashing through class I, II and III rapids. 

Difficulty Rating: This trip is rated 4.5 out of 5 
from leisurely to strenuous depending on how fit 
you are in the mountains. Hiking will be the hardest 
part. Slow and steady.

Activities: 
- Hiking/backpacking challenging terrain
- Serene Camping/hammock camping (at 5,200 ft or   
  alongside pristine mountain streams) 
- Wildlife watching
- Summit hikes
- Campfires
- Group meals
- Nantahala River white water rafting down 
  (Class I, II, and III rapids)
- “Glamping” before and after the hard part

Highlights: 
- Remote backpacking in the Unicoi range of the 
  Smoky Mountains
- Temprid rainforest in spring, teeming with wildlife
- Incredible views, waterfalls, and cascades
- Challenging water crossings
- Abundant pristine streams and swimming holes

Special Note: This Eagle Expedition explores the Joyce 
Kilmer Slickrock Wilderness. Joyce Kilmer is a WWI veteran 
and poet, who was KIA in the war and authored the poem, 
“Trees.” This wilderness area is home to ancient hardwood 
trees that have achieved massive size over their centuries 
long existence. 
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